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Circumgrids: A repertory grid package
for personal computers
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Personalconstruct theory(Kelly, 1955) is basedon the
assumption that a person's behavior is shapedby his/her
constructs. Because of the importance placed on con
structs, the major task for construct psychologists is the
assessment of theindividual's system of constructs. Nearly
a thousand publications using construct theory have
emerged since the theory's creation, with about 90% of
these using scaling techniques called repertory grids.
There are many forms of repertory grids (Beail, 1985;
Fransella& Bannister, 1977),with eachproviding some
numeric or geometric representation of the individual's
construct system. In completing a grid, the person typi
cally ratesor ranksa set of peopleor events alonga num
ber of construct dimensions, suchas intelligent.friendly,
and so forth. This rating/ranking produces matrices of
numbers that are analyzed, per individual, by oneor more
of numerous types of analysis. Results fromthese separate
analyses are then either interpreted per individual, as in
clinical assessment, or concatenated with results from
other subjects' grids to be further analyzed.

Research withgridscan be very time-consuming when
analysis proceeds by hand. For a number of years, the
Britishgovernment providedBritish researchers and cli
nicians free access to a principal components grid pack
age. This service led to a dramatic increase in publications
employing repertory grids.The service hassincebeendis
continued. At present there are several commercially
available computerpackages for grid analysis. The pack
ages generallyprovideonly one type of analysis, are ex
pensive,and requireboth programming skillsand access
to mainframe computers. The average researcher, clini
cian, or studenthoping to usegrid techniques todayfaces
formidable obstacles. The purposeof this article is to in
troduce a computer gridpackage written forpersonal com
puters. The program, Circumgrids, is written in Turbo
Pascal for the ffiM PC system, is user friendly, andpro
vides several types of analysis. The name Circumgrids
is derived fromthe wordcircumspection, a technical term
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in constructtheory that essentially means viewing things
from many angles. In the spirit of circumspection, Cir
cumgrids was designed to provide the user access to
several of the major methods for grid analysis.

Input. The Circumgrids package is menudriven. The
user may enter data directly or interactively. Data is ac
cepted in the form of dichotomous judgments and 7- or
13-point ratingscales, as well as ranks. The typeof scale
used depends on the type of grid analysis chosen. The
package accepts from 6 to 16 constructs and 6 to 16
elements.

Output. The usercanchoose among five different types
of grid analysis: Fransella and Bannister's (1977) mea
sures of intensity and consistency, Bieri's (1955) mea
sureof cognitive complexity, Chambers's (1985a, 1985b)
measures of logical consistency and integrative complex
ity, Landfie1d's (1977) measures of ordination, functional
independence and polarization, Hinkle's (1965) measure
of implications, and a principal components analysis
(Slater, 1977). Mostof theprograms allow for an optional
principal components analysis. Each of the programs
prints to page the subject's grid, as well as scores, ma
trices, and plots that makeup the particularanalysis. No
option exists for analyzing more than one grid.

Availability. A printoutof the Pascal programis avail
able, without charge, fromthe seniorauthor. A diskcopy
of theprogram canbe obtained by sending a double-sided,
double-density 51f4-in. floppy disk in a returnable
package.
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